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bumping something or when you read about a cop getting shot. Make those pages

Anyway, enjoy this book like you enjoy watching a news report about the ETL

strike included within these pages, for instance. Another thing I like about this book is that it uses history as a constant reminder

way.

I was reading this comic book for the fifth time, and laughing my ass off the whole

time! So, when I was supposed to be reading the latest text from the invisible Committee
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This is a fucking amazing book. I urge you to pick up a copy from AK Press or
I DON'T WANT TO WORK ANYMORE, BUT I HAVE TO... CHRIST, I DON'T KNOW ANYBODY WHO WORKS FOR THE FUN OF IT...
THAT'S TRUE!

THE THING IS UNDERWORLD... BAD... AND I'M JUST MIXING CEMENT AND... ANYTHING... WORKING ON THE SIDE AT WORK?

I'LL HAVE A WORD WITH THE BOSS TOMORROW...

I GUESS YOUR TEA... I THINK YOU MIGHT BE IN A BIT OF TROUBLE...

TA LOVE, ANYWAY, I DIDN'T THINK THERE WOULD BE ANY JOBS GOING ON ANYMORE.

YOU OUGHT TO GET HIM AND JIM TOGETHER, LOVE! THEY'D MAKE A RIGHT PAIR!

OH, JIM'S A BLOKE I USED TO WORK WITH... I'M MEETING HIM IN THE SNACK BAR TUESDAY...

... DO YOU CALL THIS?

... AND WHAT THE HELL ARE YOU DOING HERE?

... PULLED AROUND AT THE DOLE...

... PULLED AROUND ON MONDAY LIKE A DOG AT THE BOLLARD...

... JUST KICKED MINTER OUT OF IT!!

... PULLED AROUND AT SCHOOL...

... PULLED AROUND AT THE COUNTER...

... PULLED AROUND AT THE DOLE...

... PULLED AROUND ON MONDAY LIKE A DOG AT THE BOLLARD...

... I TELL YOU, I'M FED UP OF IT!!

... PULLED AROUND AT SCHOOL...

... PULLED AROUND AT THE COUNTER...

... PULLED AROUND ON MONDAY LIKE A DOG AT THE BOLLARD...
Next Monday...
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IT WAS A REAL RELIEF TO RING GAY SWITCHBOARD AND HEAR SOMEONE SAY "UNNATURAL!" I WASN'T MAD OR "UNNATURAL!" I WASN'T MAD OR "UNNATURAL!" I WASN'T MAD OR "UNNATURAL!"

AND SO IT ALL CAME OUT LAST WEEK CAN'T YOU SEE? I DON'T LIKE MEN... I DON'T WANT TO SLEEP WITH MEN... WHERE DID NICOLA WHAT... WHY... WHAT ABOUT AIDS? WHERE DID... WE GO WRONG...?

WHAT WAS IT LAST YEAR... 6.00? FOR SWEET FANNY... GOD, IT WAS Awful! HASSLED AT WORK... GET HOME AND THEN I'D HASSLED BY ALL THOSE OFFICE CREEPS... AND THEN I'D... WHO'S THE KETTLE EXPLODED?

WHAT? THE KETTLE EXPLODED!

NO - DON'T BE DAFT!

YOU SEE, MY PARENTS REFUSE TO ACCEPT THAT I'M A LESBIAN...

MY MUM JUST COULDN'T SEE IT... I MEAN, AS A LESBIAN, I'VE GOT ABOUT AS MUCH CHANCE OF CATCHING AIDS AS THE POPE...

AND IF YEH, YOU'RE RIGHT - IT'S ANOTHER'S "UNNATURAL'S"

WHAT THE HELL DO WE PAY OUR RATES FOR?

A FEW WEEKS LATER... THE COUNCIL HAVEN'T CLEANED UP ROUND... LOOK AT IT!

WHAT, THE BACKHANDERS! THAT COUNCILLOR SCOTT FREE DIDN'T THE?

AND ALL THE RYAN GOT OFF...
...YEH I WISH THEY'D ALL SOD OFF AND LEAVE US ALONE... SOME HOPE -- THEY'RE HERE TO STAY... FACTS, IT'S US WHO ARE GONNA GET THE BOOT...

THAT'S WHY THE COUNCIL IS RUNNING DOWN OUR ESTATE...

I MEAN, IT'S OUR AREA... YOU'RE DEAD RIGHT...

ON GOD, LOOK AT THE TIME... IF YOU'RE STILL GOING TO THE MATCH, WE'LL JUST HAVE TO...

...DON'T WORRY, LOVE. YOU'LL BE IN AND OUT OF THE SHOPS IN NO TIME...

...THERE'S THE BIG PROPERTY DEVELOPERS, THE GOVERNMENT...

...WE SHOULD JUST KICK THEM OUT...

...AND BOTH OF THE SHOPS...

...WHO WE JUST MOVED IN ARE JUST THE ICEBERGS...

...THE TACTICS ASSOCIATION MIGHT JOIN THAT NEW COMMUNITY ACTION GROUP...

...THIS POSH TYPE, HE JUST PULLED RIGHT IN FRONT OF ME... YOU ALL KNOW OUR CREDIT, MANS! NO...

...SO I SENT HIM OFF WITH A FLEA IN HIS EAR...

...WHAT DID YOU SAY?

...I JUST TOLD HIM TO SOD OFF... THEY CROSS...

...BECAUSE THEY'RE PLANNING TO SELL IT OFF TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER!

...HELLO, I KNOW I CAN'T...

...WELL, I'M GOING TO HAVE A LOOK AT THE SHOP...

...BUT WHY SHOULD WE TAKE ALL THIS...
I'm gonna break your arse, you piece of shit.

Oh Bollocks! This ain't lookin' right. I just want to win. I want a good game, Captain. I mean, you can't afford to buy much at today's prices, can you?

Eventually, I'll be back. I'll bring some change for a cuppa and maybe bring some food. I'll always do it however, somehow.

Yeah, I love it. I love it, it's how we stand against the bosses. The bosses have used the blacks and whites for us! Our country? It's the bosses who rule it all. Now who do you think is the real enemy of the bosses?

You're agreeing. I like you like that. I'll always do it however, somehow.

Anyway? F**k? The bosses pay you what it's like. That's how the country is. Rich's country. Rich's... Your country. It's the bosses who rule it all. Now who do you think is the real enemy of the bosses?

Oh Bollocks! This ain't lookin' right. I just want to win. I want a good game, Captain. I mean, you can't afford to buy much at today's prices, can you?

Yeah, I love it. I love it, it's how we stand against the bosses. The bosses have used the blacks and whites for us! Our country? It's the bosses who rule it all. Now who do you think is the real enemy of the bosses?

You're agreeing. I like you like that. I'll always do it however, somehow.

Anyway? F**k? The bosses pay you what it's like. That's how the country is. Rich's country. Rich's... Your country. It's the bosses who rule it all. Now who do you think is the real enemy of the bosses?

Oh Bollocks! This ain't lookin' right. I just want to win. I want a good game, Captain. I mean, you can't afford to buy much at today's prices, can you?

Yeah, I love it. I love it, it's how we stand against the bosses. The bosses have used the blacks and whites for us! Our country? It's the bosses who rule it all. Now who do you think is the real enemy of the bosses?

You're agreeing. I like you like that. I'll always do it however, somehow.

Anyway? F**k? The bosses pay you what it's like. That's how the country is. Rich's country. Rich's... Your country. It's the bosses who rule it all. Now who do you think is the real enemy of the bosses?
I used to spend all day waiting on washings up in the kitchen. And working on the cleaning. I don't get paid. Ialways give them tips. They're lovely. I've been there for years. I'm a good worker. They can't do without me. I deserve all the tips they give me. A coffee, a beer, a chat. We talk about the news. It's like a family. And I don't mind working hard. I want to make sure I keep my job. I'm a good worker. They can't do without me. I deserve all the tips they give me. A coffee, a beer, a chat. We talk about the news. It's like a family.
MIDDLE-CLASS WANKERS!!

Woolly hats...

Feminists in lesbians...

IT'S OVER!

I MEAN IT'S ALL UP TO ANYTHING.

I DON'T NEED LIBERATION STUFF!

I'M NAUGHTY.

I'M NAUGHTY!

MAY I HAVE A CUP OF TEA, MARY?

CRASH!!

WHAT ABOUT A CUP OF NICKY'S TEA?

DON'T EVEN LIE HERE.

YOUR MESS... AND YOU...

I'M CLEANING UP.

I'LL MAKE THE DRINKS.

YOU TWO.

I'M NAUGHTY, I DON'T WANT TO CLEAN.

YOU NICKY.

YOU NICKY.

I BET YOU HANG OUT一起.

NO HANG.

I'M NAUGHTY.

I'M NAUGHTY.

WHAT THE HELL DO YOU WANT THE BICKERINGS?

EHI!

WORK.

TWO SUGARS.

THE KETTLE IS BACK FROM HAVING MILK AND NICKY.

AW, BUT I LIKE COFFEE AND NICKY.

YOU KNOW WHERE I'LL HAVE A BLACK COFFEE AND NICKY.

THERE'S NO RAIN.
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WE'LL HAVE SEX ANYTIME YOU WANT... EVEN IF YOU AIN'T NO BLOODY RAPIST!

ALL MEN ARE POTENTIAL RAPISTS

THAT'S BOLLOCKS!

THE NEXT DAY...

THUMP

THUMP

THUMP

THUMP

THUMP

THUMP
OH TIN TIN!

Right!
Robek's break with you, ain't for nothin'!
Black people, they're always gonna be a problem between us. Then?

I mean, what difference does it make if I sleep with 'em? I suppose I'll have to be honest with you, don't you?

OF ALL THAT Hassle

FOR IT! I'M FED UP

APLOGISE

AND DON'T EXPECT

ME TO APOLOGISE.

I'M NOT A QUEER.

A Lesbian?

Quer? I'm a queer.

I can't believe a bloke?

Okay, I'm in love with a woman.

And don't look at me like I'm from over there...

Just make it up!...

I know, it's natural...

A break, it's give us...

It's just a phase...

Anyway, I'll tell you who you are.

Your teachers, your parents, your bosses... you and I.

It's not right. So let me get...

You know, it's natural...

A break, it's give us...

It's just a phase...

Anyway, I'll tell you who you are.
OH MY GOD!

JOE! THE SCAFFOLDING! LOOK OUT!

OH NO I DON'T!

I SHOUTED. HE COULDN'T HEAR ME...

IT COULD HAVE BEEN ANYONE.

HE'S GOT A WIFE AND KIDS...

I DON'T BELIEVE IT. HOW DO WE DO IT NOW?

QUICK—SOMEBODY GET AN AMBULANCE. OH MY GOD. IT'S JOE?

I CAN'T LEAVE HIM HERE. GIVE US A HAND TO GET HIM INTO THE CABIN...

HE'S DEAD! WHAT DO WE DO NOW?

IT'S A MISUNDERSTANDING...

I FEEL TERRIBLE...

I NEED A FAG MATE...
OH IT AIN'T OUR UNION... IT'S JUST ALL THIS... THAT'S NOT TRUE...

... YOU CAN RAISE ALL THIS AT THE MEETING... WE WANT ACTION!

YOU WANT TO TAKE OUR UNION HEAD OFFICE, AND YOU JUST SIT ON IT... AND NOTHING... YEAH!

YEH... JOE WAS OUR MATE... I BET YOU DON'T EVEN KNOW WHO HE WAS!

WE TRUSTED YOU TO TAKE BUNN'S BAN AND YOU DON'T... THOSE THINGS INTERESTED YOU...

AND SOME OF US WHO NEVER CARED ABOUT SAFETY BEFORE... SO WHY SHOULD YOU CARE NOW?

MAN JONES... ALWAYS HAVE A SELL-OUT!

BURN THE BLOODY RULE BOOK!!

I'VE BEEN A MEMBER FOR ELEVEN YEARS AND I'VE DONE MORE FOR IT THAN YOU'LL EVER DO!

THIS IS OUR STRIKE AND WE'RE TAKING CONTROL OF IT!!

OH JUST FUCK OFF JONES!

IT'S SECONDARY Picketing... IT'S SECONDARY Picketing!

I'LL HAVE YOU EXPELLED... THE RULE BOOK CLEARLY STATES...

IT'S OVER... LET'S ALL GO HOME AND CALM DOWN...
ONE OUT!

WE CAN'T WIN ON OUR OWN, SO WE'RE ASKING YOU TO COME OUT AS WELL... LOOK AT THE SAFETY HERE... IT'S CRAP!

AND I BET YOUR WAGES ARE CRAP AS OIRS... SO WHAT DO YOU SAY? YEH?

A MATE OF OURS GOT KILLED AT WORK YESTERDAY... KILLED BY BAD SAFETY... So we're all out on strike till something gets done.

WE WANT HIGHER WAGES, AND COMPENSATION FOR THE FAMILY...
YOU'VE GONE COMPLETELY CLOSER TO WORKING WITH YOUR UNION AND PREPARED TO "PREDIJL", AND I AGREE. IT'S BEEN A YEAR, I THINK, NO?"

"WE'VE HAD TO WORK, TO GET THOSE BURGERS:"

"YES, AND GET WAGES..."

"YOUR MIND NEEDS TO BE WORKING, TO BE "PREPARED TO WORK"..."

"NOT PREPARED FOR WORK, "PREPARED TO WORK"..."

"I'M SICK OF PAYING YOU "BARGAIN"..."

"THEY'RE ALREADY "PAYING" YOU BACKHANDERS..."

"I CAN'T CONTROL THE POLICE WHO HAVE ALREADY "PAYED"..."

"YOU CONTROL THE POLICE WHO HAVE ALREADY "PAYED"..."

"I CAN'T CONTROL THE POLICE WHO HAVE ALREADY "PAYED"..."

"SO YOU'RE WORKING TO BREAK THIS STRIKE?"

"I'M SICK OF PAYING YOU BLOOD...."

"I WANT THAT LOT..."

"YOU SAY THIS..."

"I CALL THE TIME, AND I"
Meanwhile, in another part of the city...

Hiya Mary...how's it going?

Oh, not so bad...how's you?

This is all about a strike...

I'm fine...what's all about?

I'm hearing our skilled members are currently unemployed...

That head office holds a complete list of all our members who are currently unemployed...

Hmmm...yes, that could be useful...fancy a brandy, Alan?

Yes, please...

Now you're talking George...

Peacefully and get my members back to work...

Tell you what Des...is coming round later...he knows a lot about you...can claim from the DHSS...

That's great. I'm dining...if it carries on, things are going to be pretty tight...

It was hard enough to make ends meet before...and Sharon's going to need a new school uniform soon...

Well, a bloke Captain says the worst site he's ever worked on...

Well, I'm alright...I'm bloody exhausted!

Hello love...are you alright?

Hello...

There's something I need to talk to you about...

Thanks...
Troublemaker!

Know me, you who don't know me. For those of you who are here tonight, I'm gonna ask Frank.

Cheers, Captain!

Other long-suffering run-down on what's wrong. Never seen fail here. I've lived here twenty years and ain't heard of Bloodless. So I said, "It was a bloody good go.

But what are we built for?"

You hear the unions. Never seen fail at this meeting. Has been er, right. This is an open secret. Thank you, Carol.

You mind, ye?" We fall. Ye? Ye? Stand and divide.

United we stand, divided we fall. Bloody shame. It's always the same. Lose because we're so divided. We're so lose. Bloody sure.

Memories of the old Strike. Sad. Stand and divide.

"Room on mate, Nicky. Oh, I don't know, Nicky"

And sister! Right, can we have a bit of hush?

Brothers...
WHAT? And all these!... Now let's be...

Tell me, are you going on strike? But why?

Let me assure you, you'll be frustrated, but I don't think it will come to that...
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1. Hey? Let me speak!
2. Kick him out!
3. Kick them out!
4. I vote we kick him out!
5. Nothing.
6. We have given us bloody union and his vote off Jones.
7. I'm sick of Jones.
8. I won't need help unless you're in it.
9. This strike win is unity.
10. The only way to win is unity.
11. We won't need help unless you're in it.
12. I'm sick of Jones.
13. Why?
15. He's down.
16. What's all this about fat boys and Jones.
17. All he cares about.
18. Jones?
19. And your hearers.
20. The only outsiders.
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NOW WE'VE GOT RID OF THAT LOT WE CAN GET DOWN TO THE REAL BUSINESS.
...WE'VE GOT TO GET ORGANISED...WE'VE GOT TO SORT OUT FINANCE...WE'VE GOT TO RAISE MONEY.
...AND WE'VE GOT TO FIGHT!!

BUT THIS IS ILLEGAL!!
GO ON F**K OFF JONES AND TAKE YOUR HEAVIES WITH YOU!!
RIGHT - LET'S HAVE A BIT OF ORDER...
I'M DONE WITH CRANKING AND ARSE-LUCKING...
I'M SICK OF THEIR LIES, THEIR CRAP, SAFETY...
WE'RE GOING TO FIGHT TILL WE WIN!!
AND WE'RE GONNA HELP DRAW UP A PICKET ROTA, WE CAN COME AND GO DRIVING THE VAN.
AND I VOTE WE HAVE A MASS MEETINGS LIKE THIS REGULARLY!
GOOD IDEA!
HERE WE GO!!

AND JEFF OVER THERE IS TAKING ORGANISING STREET COLLECTIONS FOR THE STRIKE FUND.

HERE WE GO!!
AND EVERYONE HATES LONGS ANYWAY...

BECAUSE THEY'RE TEARING DOWN THEIR FLATS...

DECENT HOMES FOR ALL...

BUT... ITS A STRIKE... AND...

WHAT? ON THE ESTATE? YEAH, WHY NOT? IT AFFECTS US ALL...

EH? WHAT DO YOU MEAN?... WELL, QUITE A LOT OF PEOPLE ARE INVOLVED IN THE STRIKE...

IF WE COLLECT ON THIS ESTATE, YOU'LL BE SURPRISED HOW MUCH SUPPORT YOU DO GET...

I DONNO DEAR... FOR GOD'S SAKE... ANYWAY... SOME FAITH IN YOUR CLASS IS A GREAT IDEA!

YEAH, JIM'S RIGHT... LOADS OF PEOPLE DO SUPPORT STRIKES...

YEHH AND LOOK WHAT HAPPENED TO THEM! THERE WASN' ENOUGH REAL SOLIDARITY!!

BUT THEY ONLY LOST BECAUSE THEY BET ON READING STRIKERS... STRAIGHT OUT OF THE SUN...!!

BUT... LIKE... BUT WHAT?! DON'T BE SO STUPID!!

YEAH, THAT'S IT!... AND EVERYONE BULLSHIT...
Some days later...

It's not meant to be a laugh—it's just something that's got to be done!

When you get to my age...

You'll realise that life isn't all one big laugh!

I'll give you a hard time, Andy...

I'll help do it—anyone else into it?

Yeah... every few days...

Real good idea!

OK... alright!... let's set the down—weneve got a lot to get through tonight...

An update on any solidarity actions... anytunghings that knows you know... what?

No-one. I don't know...
Well, don't we all. Look, we're running out of time and we need to sort out next week's picketing! We all agreed last week that anyone willing to fight alongside us will be welcome here...

Yeh, United. I know, Jim. I just know we stand divided. We fall! And the precious bleeding revolution!

I'm here to support the strike... and defend my area against big property developers like Longs.

And pack it in, you two... all the Longs! It's almost as though people have mate! There's something like this... it's been waiting for this.

If it carries on, though, I reckon some will want to come out. Wilsons Construction have been given a message support of our fight!

What's the point Frank? We can't even get all the Longs out. They've walked out in the point...
THIS IS CRAZY... IT'S LIKE WATCHING TELLY ABOUT NORTHERN IRELAND.

YEH, MORE OF OUR SIDE NICKED FOR SWEET FA.... I'D SCAB KILL'EM!!

IF I COULD GET MY HANDS ON THOSE SCAB BASTARDS!!

YOU SCABBY BASTARDS!!

GET HIM!

LET HIM GO!

PIGS!!! BASTARDS

YEH, WE'VE HAD NO REPORTS OF SCABS ON ANY OTHER SITES YET. THIS IS THE START LOST INTEREST...

BUT IF WE DON'T STOP 'EM SOON, DO THAT DES PIGS BY

BUT HOW DO WE... SURROUNDED BY...

...AND I RECKON... BANKING ON THE STRIKE BEING BROKEN...

THIS IS THE SITE WHERE STARTED IT ALL OFF...

WITH PHOTOS WE CAN PUT NAMES TO FACES...

...BUT WE'VE STILL NOT GOTTEN THEM IN HERE...

HANG ON FRANK! WE'RE WELL OUTNUMBERED HERE...

...WE NEED TO FIND OUT WHERE THE COACH PICKS UP...

TINTIN'S RIGHT... A GOOD ZOOM...

...HEY, I'VE GOT THE COACH...
Ye'he, we had the first strike here. You're not organised by Roy... or Roy Morey!

Well, we'll worry mate... we'll get 'em!!

How?

Ye'he, we can get names and address and put in the news... again! Again! Again!

And I'll tell you this lad - within a fortnight he had both his legs broken.

Send 'em... we can ring 'em up at 3 in the morning or live hell! Send 'em taxis!
LET'S GET ORGANISED

I know what you mean, Captain. A lot of people are starting to stay at home... says he finds... more and see a few mates get nicked.

I know... starting work... like you... not bloody blacklisted anywhere.

You know... starting work... not bloody blacklisted anywhere.

That's not the point... we're just not getting anywhere.

A week later... you know what... we're gonna need this one... no... I mean...

You what?! Getting fed up... starting away...
Home! But it's me, ain't much. I know it. I've lived here for years. I've got a rest. I mean, are we going. Out of it! It's all right! To sit in arguments dressed up just like I didn't get all what it's right. Too bloody right. I'm an arse. Those bastards. I'm going to picket. Canehill Estate. Evicted near the developer. An big loads of houses. Oh, what's this? Before the picket? And then. This week. The council. This is cheap off a bungalow. Tenant of the developer. Evicted near the developer. What's due to be property. A big. What's this? Here, Jim! The strike round. Stu's thing up. Big picket. Hopefully the newsletter. And then. The true. That's true. A bit. Still a hell of a. Yeh, but there's...
WE SHALL NOT BE MOVED!
PC. BLAKELock.
RIGHT IN YOU "LADS ... BEAT NO MORE!!"
NO BLAKELock.
THE MOUTH ON THE TUFFY.
HE AIN'T ON THE
HAIR!!

TO CLEAR THIS HIGHWAY... WHAT YOU GONNA DO ABOUT IT EH?!

IF YOU DON'T MOVE, WE WILL...!
WE AIN'T GOING FOR GQY!!
NOMORE!

WE DID IT... WE STOPPED 'EM JESUS! WE HAD YOUR FUN... SCUM!

ALRIGHT, LADS YOU'VE

NICE ONE MATE!
ALRIGHT SON?!
TIME TO GO!!

CAMON LOVET... NO POINT IN STAYING ARND!

BASTARDS!!!
...go right here.

Oi, you lot, what... the hell?

Good luck! Their way... they're on their first great-we did.

Yeh, a few-ill centre... drop em in at drop.

Bleep! Right Frank... through bloody names. Got any more sodas? Have you morning des?

Friday morning...

Meanwhile...

...weather? Alright Frank. Morning des? Have you got any lovely bloody sodas? Right back. Em, right back. In at the back. Right, block em. What the...?!

Oh shit!

Oh shit! What the...?!

Right, block em. Em, right back. Right back...

Come it! Come it! They here.

Come it! Come it! They here.

What the...?!

OK, let's move to travel ltd.

OK, let's move to travel ltd.

Come it! Come it!

Come it! Come it!

Sure...

...quiet. And keep it quiet. And keep it quiet.

Permanently? You interested in the co-op at all? OK, by meet by not for long... well it was loads better than the usual picket...
ALAN JONES - GO TO HELL!

STRIKE • STRIKE • STRIKE

PICKETS

SCARS

ITALIAN SONG

THAT WAS

LET'S SPLIT!!

HA! HAL HA!

SHOW YOU... WE... THE FIRST ISSUE

OF YEH FRANK;

...IT LAST NIGHT...

FINISHED PRINTING

LETTER... WE...

OF THE NEWS.

...TO THE LEATHER

ARE SITTING ON THE ANGRY MOB. THEY ARE GATHERING FOR

ALAN JONES - GO TO HELL!

STAND TOGETHER - STRIKE IS STRONGER

IT IS A STRIKE WE CAN WIN IT. ALL

THE PROTESTS ARE NOT ENOUGH. WE NEED PICTURES. IF

IN THIS FRANK, WE SPARK, ANGER, PEOPLE WILL BE

FORCED TO TAKE NOTICE OF THE WORKERS. IF WE

TRY TO BLOCK THE WORKERS, ALL OF US. IF WE

SPARK, IN REVOLUTION, WE MUST BE SUCCESSFUL.

THIS STRIKE INVOVLES US ALL. IF WE

STRIKE CENTER (Goliath Building) BRUCKLANDS

MUNICIPAL OFFICE
THAT'S FANTASTIC NEWS...

OH I DON'T KNOW...

IT DON'T MATTER THAT MUCH - EVEN IF THEY GET GOODS DELIVERED TODAY!!

THEY'LL HAVE NO BLOODY SCABS WORKING...

WHAT, SO NO LONGER ARE MATERIALS BLACED BY ENOUGH SUPPLIERS YEP!

AND I'VE GOT A BIT OF GOOD NEWS AS WELL...

THE WORD IS THAT LONGS ARE NOW BEING THROUGH!

THIS IS GREAT! HOW MANY DID YOU PRINT?

JUST OVER FIVE THOUSAND... WE CAN SHIFT LOADS AT THE MASS PICKET ON MONDAY!

THE NEXT EVENING...

GOD IT MAKES A CHANGE TO GET OUT FOR ONCE...

YEH WE HAVEN'T MUCH HAVE WE? APART FROM BLOODY MEETINGS!!

ALRIGHT! YOU OK? I'M SORT OF OK.

I SUPPOSE I'M EXCEPT I HAD A ROW WITH MY LOVER MANO!

I HAD A SWAN...

YOU KNOW I REALLY APPRECIATE TINTIN LOOKING AFTER SHARON TONIGHT...

AND I'VE NEVER CEASED TO AMAZE ME...
There's no-one to blame. Usually we all end up just hating each other.

Yeh, I saw Helen last week and she said it's still going strong.

Oh, Des-A-Mate co-op can be ok. Does anyone want to use it?

Yeh, like the newsletter.

Yeh.

Yeh... you know well, we just... we were just arguing all week.

It's a printing cooperative, about what the co-op should be doing.

It's funny but I've got this worst bit about it not having a boss.

Yeh, yeah.

I guess it's like everything...

...right Dave!

And this is Sue... I recognise your err, Derby road, with the picket line...

I can't place it...? Which group?

Hiya mate!

And Mary...

...and the miners support group, printers support like a bloody history lesson!!

Who works with... captain me... and Mary...

This is Dave... he works on the buses...

His name is Dave...

...he works on the buses...
OR FACE THE
SACK.....

CHEERS, JIM.....
AS YOU KNOW, FOR
THE LAST TWO
WEEKS.....

... WE HAD
CAPTAIN OVER
TO CHAT WITH
THE LADS ER...
AND THE LASSES...

AND THE RESULT
IS THAT WERE NO
LONGER BLACKING
DELIVERIES....

... AND WITH NO
SUPPLIES TO
ULTIMATUM GET
BACK TO WORK....

... WE'VE BEEN
MANAGEMENT
ISSUED AN
ULTIMATUM - GET
BACK TO WORK....

... WE'VE
BLACKED ALL
SUPPLIERS TO
WHO ARE THE
BIGGEST
LONGS.....

RIGHT AS USUAL
HARRIS FROM
WILLAMSONS
TO DO TONIGHT
WHO ARE THE
BIGGEST
LONGS.....

THIS IS DAVE
THE TRUTH IS...

... AND THOMPSONS
REJECTED A PAY
OFFER - LET'S
GIVE 'EM SOME
REAL SUPPORT!

... MATERIALS GETTING
CLOSE THE
OTHER SITES...

... WE'VE
MANAGED TO
OUT ON ALL-OUT
strike as well...

... that's
brilliant
NEWSPAPER. DAVE!

... SO THERE ARE
NON 9 LONGS
STRIKE...

AND WITH NO
REJECTED A PAY
OFFER - LET'S
GIVE 'EM SOME
REAL SUPPORT!

... THAT'S
BRILLIANT
NEWSPAPER. DAVE!

... SO THERE ARE
NON 9 LONGS
STRIKE....

YEAH!! I'VE WORKED
WITH ALL THE
BIG OUTFITS... AND THEY'RE
AS BAD AS LONGS!!

SO ARE WE
AGREED? DO
WE PICK OUT
ALL THE
BUILDING SITES?

... WELL I THINK
IT'S TIME WE
STARTED ON
OTHER SITES...
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AGREED? DO
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RIGHT AS USUAL
HARRIS FROM
WILLAMSONS
TO DO TONIGHT
WHO ARE THE
BIGGEST
LONGS.....

THIS IS DAVE
THE TRUTH IS...

... AND THOMPON
BIGGER... EVERY DAY!
IT'S GETTING LONGER ANY MORE.
THE NEW STRIKERS LONGS ANY MORE.
NOT JUST COLLECTIONS.
WE NEED TO STOP... WE'RE STILL GOING.
IT'S AMAZING.

THE 20% COMING UP.
THE BIG DEAL.
AND ONE FOR THE STRIKE.
THERE'S ONE...

NO ONE WILL DIE.
BUT WE HAVE WE'LL HOPEFULLY...

KNEES... KNEES...
FEET THAN
LIVE ON MY
THAT I'D RATHER

say HARRER
JUST LIKE TO
WELL, I'LL CALL IT
GETTING... WHERE ARE
WE'RE ALL GOING

THE POST OFFICE.
SPREAD ENG AT
LABOUR ARE
MORE AS IT GETS
TOGETHER EVEN
WE'RE ALL GOING TO STICK.

THERE... PICKET... THEIR PICKET... LONGS CHAIN WILL
SUPPORT US GETTING OUT.
PLUS WHICH WILL MOVE.
TRANSPORT WORKERS IN THE
YOUR MOUTH IS!
WHERE NEW MONEY MIKE?
YOU'VE GOT TO PUT YOUR
RISKY SCARCE
THAT'S BLOODY

IT'S SCABBIEST
KNOW NO MORE
IT COULD BE

YELLOW!
THINK NOW SITE
IT'S ONLY

WORKING
THAT SITE JUSt
IT'S TO DEVASTATE

PLEASE
PRINT OF LAGER
GET A JOB AGAIN
OF US WILL NEVER
A PRINT OF
WHAT AWE WE

HELPLESS
BASTARDS
BUT I STILL

UNDERSTAND ??
IT'S YOUR LEGS
Windows next time
NIGHT IT WAS YOUR
LAST
BASTARD SCABBY
LISTEN YOU SCAFF

HELLO, IS THAT
GEORGE SMITH?
A CALL REALITY HAPPENING
GO TO MAN
I'M JUST
MEETING IT WAS A GREAT

NAH WE'RE
SMALL
IT ALL GOING
BUT SO WHAT?
THEM A FEW TIMES,
MEAN WE'VE GOT
OH MY FUCKING GOD!!

WOOF!

DON'T FORGET TO DUMP ALL YOUR CLOTHES THEN!!

AND LET'S KEEP OUR MOUTHS SHUT ON THIS ONE.

...YEH CARELESS TALK COSTS LIVES...

HERE I'LL LIGHT IT - YOU THROW IT!

JUST SPLASH IT C'MON QUICKLY!

DON'T FORGET TO DUMP THE CRANE!

NO WAY! I AIN'T JOINING CHARLIE!!

A BEAUTIFUL SIGHT!

IT'S TEMPTING TO WATCH...

IT WILL GIVE THE BASTARDS SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT!

COME ON, LEGGIT!

GO! GO! GO!
CAN'T YOU SEE?
OH, THEY CALL US
THAT'S NOT THE
POINT, CAROLE...

OH, SHIT!
OH, HELL!!
WHAT'S UP?
FRANK, YOU
DON'T SEEM TOO HAPPY...

THERE WAS A
FIRE AT DERBY
LAST NIGHT—THE POLICE SAY
IT'S ARSON...

THE NEXT DAY...

...ARE TREATING IT
AS ARSON...BUT
WORKERS ARE
EXPECTED TO...

HEY, DID YOU HEAR
SOMETHING JIM?

EH?...DID YOU
SAY THAT?

SINCE WHEN
DO THE PAPERS SAY
IF YOU BELIEVE THE PRESS YOU
WOULDN'T BE ON
A STRIKE NOW...

OK BUT WE CAN'T
IGNORE THEM...
ELL, STRIKE

HEEY.

HAI, THERE'S RUNNING

THEY'RE RUNNING

SURE—MANAGEMENT HAS
THREATENED WITH
THE SACK FOR BREAKING
OUR WAY, WE'RE ON
OUR WAY, SIR!

THAT WAS COLIN JACKSON
HELLO.

AND RULE
BLEDDY PRIDE
ABOUT IT.

WOULDN'T BE HAPPY
ANTZ TO HAPPY
THE WORKER IS THREAT
YES, BUT THE

ABOUT THE WORKERS
WITH THE SACK—BUYING
THEY'RE RUNNING

YOU WILL IT. ALL END.?
WHAT I WANT TO
I HEARD THAT

ARE GONNA FALL
GOD KNOWS. SO
NEGOTIATION, SO
INTERESTED IN
WEEL LONGS ANT.

I DON'T WANT TO
WHOEVER DID IT A
OK OR OK.

YOU WIN!!

STAY COOL, MATE!
Y'know, long pay, long hours, casual... all the usual stuff. It's all-out strike by tomorrow.

They say it's illegal, and... well, they'll have to bloody well deal with it.

I reckon we'll never learn. I'll be out on the picket line tomorrow.

Ha! The bastards better get used to it.

We've got a lot of grievances, and the union's about to break down.

And so, later...

Either stop the action or get Colin.

...and that's the management position.

....and then the sack too.

...either the union line or whatever.

But it'd be good to have some longs strikers down here.

...to have some.

Great to see the lads about at three.

I'll try to get down in the morning.

...And the union's got a lot of credibility left after the '87 fight.
LIKE WHAT? PUTTING FOOD PARCELS GROWN ON TREES MONEY DON'T GROW ON TREES YOU KNOW.
LIKE WHAT? WELL FOLDING ALL THESE FOR A START...
LIKE WHAT?!
LIKE WHAT?!
LIKE WHAT?!
LIKE WHAT?!
LIKE WHAT?!
LIKE WHAT?!
LIKE WHAT?!
LIKE WHAT?!
LIKE WHAT?!
LIKE WHAT?!
LIKE WHAT?!
LIKE WHAT?!
LIKE WHAT?!
LIKE WHAT?!
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LIKE WHAT?!
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YEH WHY NOT? ... BUT FOR SOME PEOPLE A NO-GO AREA MEANS EVEN MORE HARDSHIP! ... THAT...
SHIT... YEH, I'D NEVER THOUGHT OF IT.

...IT'S OK TO HAVE THESE GREAT IDEAS...

AND RAPISTS!

... WHAT?...

WE'VE GOT TO START THINKING OF GETTING MEALS ON WHEELS?...

... WHAT?...

REVOLUTIONARY A LOT OF PEOPLE WERE REVISED WHEN THEY WERE KICKED OFF...

... BUT WE'VE GOT TO TAKE IT FURTHER...

YOU KNOW MAKING ALL THE AREAS NO-GO.

... YOU KNOW MUGGERS...

... MAKE ALL THE ESTATES NO-GO.

I CAN SEE IT NOW...

HEL, THAT AIN'T WELL MAKE A BAD IDEA A BAD IDEA CAROLE...

IT'S NOT AS "TEL'S MEALS" "TEL'S MEALS"
THERE'S A JOB ONE WHEELS... ONE WHEELS...

DOES IT?

THEN, TEL...

SHE DEPENDS ON HER HOME HELP...

YOUR GRAN CAN HARDLY GET OUT THESE DAYS...

YOU'RE RIGHT - WE'VE IF IT'S NEW - HOW DO YOU WORRY!
GOT TO BACK UP...
REAL SUPPORT...

...ITS WHAT NE'VE ALWAYS DONE...
OH GOD!

Hey, they're gonna come! They're gonna come!

OH SHIT... OH!

OH GOD!

Him, pretty cut to hospital. He's got to go.

I thought... I thought they were going down the road. I got jumped.

OH GOD... OH!

WHO FUCKING DI... OH MY HEAD... GOD!

This is a warning—next time it's your wife who's gonna be behind bars!

When I see it... I'll believe that.

Hey, they're flying pickets tonight. Even give the pickets tomorrow! We might really pick up. Hey, things are coming out.

They came out this afternoon.

Coffee! It's getting on. Workmen are here. They must be coming back from Charles's next night.
Next week: One day strike

Us off! Trying to buy

Alright?? Dave Mills is

This new black

Damn! I heard that

Wasted

With another

3 months ago!

Push at last

Gave him the push

Bloody late - we

Ever they're a bit

Oh! It's great

What are they

Nothing, mate!

Hey, did you

Come home

See last night? They

Oh, yeah, they range

Ah, this stupid

All and away from Captain

I just wanted to

If you've heard

What else they're

Over Yugoslavia

Tell you mate

What else they're

Plus God knows

Eh, Hussain? Why

Something's really happening

This about

What is all

What is all

Great stuff!

Riot in Poland?

F*cking huge

Hey, those

This morning

Oh, those

What are they doing?

No. I don't think

If you have

What are they doing?

There you are

Half the Christ's sake, too! Too little, too little, too little.

Well, of course, he's a good joke. Anything but.

No change, won't change.

Eh? Eh? Eh?

So that makes

I'm off. Buying into calling theTC.

They're just

Wills who

But it was

One day strike

Pushes the TDC

Replace him. What are they doing?

There you are.

It's great.

Ask me.

Oh, I didn't want to.

Nothing, mate!

There you are.

What are they doing?

Over Yugoslavia.

Tell you mate.

What else they're doing.

Plus God knows.

Eh, Hussain?

Why?

Something's really happening.

This about.

What is all.

What is all.

Great stuff!

Riot in Poland?

F*cking huge.

Hey, those.

This morning.

Oh, those.

What are they doing?

No. I don't think.

If you have.

What are they doing?

There you are.

Half the Christ's sake, too! Too little, too little, too little.

Well, of course, he's a good joke. Anything but.
CHRIST, WE CAN'T STAY HERE! WE'RE GETTING SLAUGHTERED!

COME ON, LET'S SPLIT!

YOU'RE F*CKING NICKED, LOVE!

BASTARD! YOU BROKE MY PLACARD!...

KILL, KILL, KILL, THE BILL!

OII, YOU LOT!!! THIS WAY TAKES US RIGHT DOWN BEHIND THE PIGS!!

OH, A MOVING TARGET!!

COME ON! WHAT ARE WE WAITING FOR?!!
HEE LOOK! MORE AMMO....

THIS IS FICKING BRILLIANT!!

ANYONE FANCY A BEER??

TIME TO MOVE ON AGAIN, KEV....

THE MGS DOWN A BIT!

This should slow them down...

CHRIST! IT'S TESCOs FROM DERBY ROAD.

HEE, DON'T BE SO BLOODY STUPID! THERE'S PEOPLE LIVING UP THERE!!

DO IT LIKE THIS...

ERE, DO YOU LIKE THE WATCH....?

SHIT! IT'S THAT LATE?

TIME TO SPLT FOR GOOD...... NO POINT IN PUSHING OUR LUCK...

OH MY GODS! WE'RE DOING IT... WE'RE FUCKIN' DOING IT...!!
I DON'T THINK THEY'VE GOT ANY EVIDENCE... HE SHOULDN'T GET BAIL... BASTARDS!!

DON'T WORRY... WE'LL BE OK — YOU'LL SEE...

THIS CAN'T BE HAPPENING...

I'M REALLY SORRY, MARY...

TRY NOT TO WORRY... HE'S UP IN COURT TOMORROW...

OH MY GOD!!

ME?? WE'VE GOT HIM A LAWYER.

A GOOD ONE...

Meanwhile...

GOOD DAY, GENTLEMEN!

PLEASE GIVE US THE LATEST...

IT DOES LOOK...

SIR ROBERT...

YES, MINISTER.

TO BE BLUNT, WE HAVE A MAJOR CRISIS ON OUR HANDS...

AND IN SOME KEY AREAS, LAW AND ORDER HAS BROKEN DOWN IRRETRIEVABLY...

THE POLICE ARE CHRONICALLY OVER-STRETCHED...

AND THERE ARE SEVERAL LOCAL AUTHORITIES ARE ON THE POINT OF COLLAPSE... THE EMERGENCY COMMITTEE'S STRAIGHT AWAY...

AND THERE ARE NOW OVER 150,000 WORKERS IN STRIKE THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY... WHICH WE BELIEVE ARE CONNECTED WITH THE STRIKES...
AND, AHM! TO BE
FRANK, THERE IS
NO QUESTION
MARK OVER THE
LOYALTY OF SOME
OF THE TROOPS...

NATO IS FULLY
DELIVERED... BUT
WE STILL TIE UP THE
UNREST IN
ITALY AND
FRANCE...

AND IF SOUTH
KOREA SPREADS...
WELL, WE WOULD
BE SEVERELY
STRETCHED...

I THINK WE ARE
ALL AGREED THAT
THIS IS A FIGHT
AGAINST CHAOS
AND SUBVERSION...

...AND THAT OUR
PRIORITY MUST BE
TO RESTORE ORDER
ABSOLUTELY!

...AND AS FROM
MIDNIGHT, THE
TELEVISION, RADIO
AND PRESS WILL
BE UNDER OUR
OFFICIAL
CONTROL.

WE MEET WITH THE
OPPOSITION WITH A
VIEW TO FORMING A
NATIONAL...

THE BATTLE IS ON!!

AND THERE IS
ARRESTS KNOWN
SUSPECTS TONIGHT.

AND IN THE MEAN-
TIME, THERE ARE
OTHER MEASURES...

YES, WE COMMENCE
A SIMULTANEOUS
BAN ON ALL
DEMONSTRATIONS.

YES, WE HAVE MADE
A DIFFERENT
APPROACH...

WE ARE UNTING ALL THE
STRIKERS IN A WAY
WE'VE NEVER SEEN
BEFORE...

WE HAVE MADE
OTHER MEASURES...

GENERAL?...
...CHANCE!
...got a chance!
NOW
WE'RE GONE
200, 000
FREE BEER?
WE'RE GONE
...HEATING
...FREE BEER,
...MATE - WE'RE
LIKE HOUSING, FOOD.
I'M SERIOUS.

...WE NEED
WE ALL GET WHAT
...SERIOUS!
A SOCIETY WHERE
...POWER
...GETTING 100
...WORKING CLASS
...DON'T STAND
...WHAT WE

...YOU KNOW,
DON'T WANT
BLOODY HELL!
IT'S GONE WAY
I MEAN HOW

...EVERYONE'S TALKING
...BE MASSIVE
...I THINK IT'S GONNA
...A FEW DAYS LATER

...LAST NIGHTS RAIL
...MANCHESTER
...DECLARED ON
...STRIKES ARE
...THE RAIL AND
...IT'S AMAZING!

...250,000 COPIES
...DID THEY SAY?
...HEY IT'S LOOKING
...GOOD... THEY'RE

...250,000 COPIES
...TALKING OR DONING
...DAY?
...EVERY

...WHO IS MAKING
...MANCHESTER
...DECLARED ON
...THE RAIL AND
...IT'S AMAZING!
AND NOW HERE WE ARE TALKING ABOUT RUNNING THIS COUNTRY!!

WELL, ONE THING’S FOR SURE, MATTE. WE’LL MAKE A BETTER JOB OF IT THAN THOSE BASTARDS EVER DID!!

... OR END UP LIKE RUSSIA.

GOD! I CAN’T BELIEVE IT.

... A FEW MONTHS AGO, I WAS QUITTING WORKING, WAITING FOR ME TO PACE...

... TOO RIGHT!

NONE OF THIS! I’LL BE SETTLED WITHOUT A REVOLUTION.

HEY, DON’T GET ME WRONG, YOU WANT US TO GET SADDLED WITH ANOTHER BUNCH OF LYING POLITICIANS....

I JUST DON’T THINK...

BAD NEWS! THE PAVING PRESS GOT SOME TIME LAST NIGHT.

BAD NEWS! THE PRINTING PRESS GOT ONE... BUT IT’S PEOPLE WILL GET HUNGERED EVERY DAY.

IT’S OK – WE CAN GET ANOTHER SENT IN SOON....

THE ARMY WILL BE...

WHAT WE’VE GOT TO DO IS TOTALLY CONTROL OUR AREAS. PATROLS....

YEH, WE SHOULD START ORGANISING... ARM OURSELVES....

AND WE SHOULD BE DESTROYED!

IT’S WAR NOW...

ITS WAR, NICKY...

IT’S US OR THEM....

IT’S SCARY, BUT IT’S GONE.... I KNOW...
**This is it?!**

Here we go, then.

Moving off? — looks like we're the end of the week's war, innit? There won't be any prisoners left by then.

**Class war!!**

It's war, innit? This is it now.

What is there now or ever?

It's now or never.

**No going back!!**

Make... there's no... THERE!

Sure... could be here... over soon... I'm the others inside... never ends... Charlie and all... don't worry, Tante.

**Our side...**

Came over to stations up there... have taken... R.S. already! And when the troops gone... we've got'em, scottards gone... nah! I reckon.

**Hy'a mark!!**

This time, this is the power... will have taken... it's not going to be about... cops... somewhere... good bloody apple... and don't walk a bank... never the rest... did you hear that... I never...

**Fanta...**

Happy... believe this is anything... can't see any... A mile away... and for once... I can't... Hy'a Tim... I can't...
SOLIDARITY is STRENGTH

WE'VE HAD A GLIMPSE OF SOMETHING BETTER... AND WE WANT MORE!

ME SISTER PHONED LAST NIGHT... SHE SAID THE ARMY HAVE BEEN SENT INTO LIVERPOOL...

IT'S THEIR RIGHT TO STINKING ORDER, THEIR ORDER TO SCREW US... THEY CAN STUFF IT!!

...IT'S THEIR ORDER TO SCREW US... THEY CAN STUFF IT!!

only the beginning...

THIS IS NOT THE END
Modelo, P.O. Box 3027
Modelo ENterprise

About its

what you know

determined to run shit.

Now, then, forever. We are

FACE

BOSS IN THE

SHOOT THEIR

THEY SHOULD

REPLY THAT

AT THEM AND

WE THEN LOOK

WE HAVE JOBS.

WE REPLY THAT

US TO GET JOBS.

AND THEY TELL

SHOPLIFTING

PEOPLE SEE US